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A LIGHT-YEAR

Light generated 
here.

Will arrive here in 
one year’s time.

Speed of light in space:  ~3x10^8 meters/second
Distance in a year:  86400 seconds/day * 365.25 days * 3x10^8 m/s = 
~9.47x10^15 meters 

Distance traveled in a year



LUMINOSITY

Credit:  https://www.mecreeled.com/football-stadium-lights-
turning-many-lumens-need-light-football-field/

1000 Watt Stadium Light
1.5x10^5 Lumens

Credit:  1000Bulbs.com

26 Watt Light bulb
1.7x10^3 Lumens



FIGURE 17.3 – APPARENT BRIGHTNESS

Sagittarius Star Cloud. This image, which was taken by the Hubble Space Telescope, shows stars in 
the direction toward the center of the Milky Way Galaxy. The bright stars glitter like colored jewels on a 
black velvet background. The color of a star indicates its temperature. Blue-white stars are much hotter 
than the Sun, whereas red stars are cooler. On average, the stars in this field are at a distance of about 
25,000 light-years (which means it takes light 25,000 years to traverse the distance from them to us) 
and the width of the field is about 13.3 light-years. (credit: Hubble Heritage Team (AURA/STScI/NASA))



Earliest recorded quantifications of the apparent brightness of stars were 
made by Hipparchus in 150 BCE.  He also used parallax to determine 

the distance to the Sun and Moon.

Credit:  Wikipedia



MEASURING DISTANCE TO OBJECTS

Parallax

d (in parsecs) = 1 / p (in arcseconds)

Courtesy Prof Dale Gary



APPARENT BRIGHTNESS 

Hipparchus did not have a telescope or any instrument that could measure apparent brightness accurately, so
he simply made estimates with his eyes. He sorted the stars into six brightness categories, each of which he
called a magnitude. He referred to the brightest stars in his catalog as first-magnitudes stars, whereas those
so faint he could barely see them were sixth-magnitude stars. During the nineteenth century, astronomers
attempted to make the scale more precise by establishing exactly how much the apparent brightness of a
sixth-magnitude star differs from that of a first-magnitude star. Measurements showed that we receive about
100 times more light from a first-magnitude star than from a sixth-magnitude star. Based on this
measurement, astronomers then defined an accurate magnitude system in which a difference of five
magnitudes corresponds exactly to a brightness ratio of 100:1. In addition, the magnitudes of stars are
decimalized; for example, a star isn’t just a “second-magnitude star,” it has a magnitude of 2.0 (or 2.1, 2.3, and
so forth). So what number is it that, when multiplied together five times, gives you this factor of 100? Play on
your calculator and see if you can get it. The answer turns out to be about 2.5, which is the fifth root of 100.
This means that a magnitude 1.0 star and a magnitude 2.0 star differ in brightness by a factor of about 2.5.
Likewise, we receive about 2.5 times as much light from a magnitude 2.0 star as from a magnitude 3.0 star.
What about the difference between a magnitude 1.0 star and a magnitude 3.0 star? Since the difference is 2.5
times for each “step” of magnitude, the total difference in brightness is 2.5 × 2.5 = 6.25 times.

Here are a few rules of thumb that might help those new to this system. If two stars differ by 0.75 magnitudes,
they differ by a factor of about 2 in brightness. If they are 2.5 magnitudes apart, they differ in brightness by a
factor of 10, and a 4-magnitude difference corresponds to a difference in brightness of a factor of 40.You
might be saying to yourself at this point, “Why do astronomers continue to use this complicated system from
more than 2000 years ago?” That’s an excellent question and, as we shall discuss, astronomers today can use
other ways of expressing how bright a star looks. But because this system is still used in many books, star
charts, and computer apps, we felt we had to introduce students to it (even though we were very tempted to
leave it out.)

The brightest stars, those that were traditionally referred to as first-magnitude stars, actually turned out
(when measured accurately) not to be identical in brightness. For example, the brightest star in the sky, Sirius,
sends us about 10 times as much light as the average first-magnitude star. On the modern magnitude scale,
Sirius, the star with the brightest apparent magnitude, has been assigned a magnitude of −1.5. Other objects
in the sky can appear even brighter. Venus at its brightest is of magnitude −4.4, while the Sun has a magnitude
of −26.8. Figure 17.2 shows the range of observed magnitudes from the brightest to the faintest, along with
the actual magnitudes of several well-known objects. The important fact to remember when using magnitude
is that the system goes backward: the larger the magnitude, the fainter the object you are observing.

Figure 17.2 Apparent Magnitudes of Well-Known Objects. The faintest magnitudes that can be detected by the unaided eye,
binoculars, and large telescopes are also shown.
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LIGHT FROM HOT OBJECTS

Credit:  Wikipedia

Heated metal glows 
red.  If the metal could 

be heated to much 
higher temperatures, it 

would glow blue.

Idea used in 
thermometer 
guns, such as 

this one.



COLOR INDEX OF STARS

Color index involves measuring a star’s 
light through three narrow light filters
• 360 nm – U – ultraviolet light
• 420 nm – B – blue light
• 540 nm – V – yellow or visible light

Use the differences, such as U-B or B-V 
to classify.  Surface temperature can be 
determined by these measurements. 



FIGURE 5.8

Radiation Laws Illustrated. This graph shows in arbitrary units how many photons are given off 
at each wavelength for objects at four different temperatures. The wavelengths corresponding to 
visible light are shown by the colored bands. Note that at hotter temperatures, more energy (in 
the form of photons) is emitted at all wavelengths. The higher the temperature, the shorter the 
wavelength at which the peak amount of energy is radiated (this is known as Wien’s law).



SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND LUMINOSITY

Cooler objects are “redder”, and hotter objects are “bluer.”  

A 15,000 K star is hundreds of times more luminous than a 3,000 K star,
 if they have the same size



TABLE 17.1

same no matter how far away it is. If we could somehow take a star, observe it, and then move it much farther
away, its apparent brightness (magnitude) would change. But this change in brightness is the same for all
wavelengths, and so its color would remain the same.

Example Star Colors and Corresponding Approximate Temperatures

Star Color Approximate Temperature Example

Blue 25,000 K Spica

White 10,000 K Vega

Yellow 6000 K Sun

Orange 4000 K Aldebaran

Red 3000 K Betelgeuse

Table 17.1

Go to this interactive simulation from the University of Colorado (https://openstax.org/l/30UofCsimstar) to
see the color of a star changing as the temperature is changed.

The hottest stars have temperatures of over 40,000 K, and the coolest stars have temperatures of about 2000
K. Our Sun’s surface temperature is about 6000 K; its peak wavelength color is a slightly greenish-yellow. In
space, the Sun would look white, shining with about equal amounts of reddish and bluish wavelengths of light.
It looks somewhat yellow as seen from Earth’s surface because our planet’s nitrogen molecules scatter some
of the shorter (i.e., blue) wavelengths out of the beams of sunlight that reach us, leaving more long
wavelength light behind. This also explains why the sky is blue: the blue sky is sunlight scattered by Earth’s
atmosphere.

Color Indices
In order to specify the exact color of a star, astronomers normally measure a star’s apparent brightness
through filters, each of which transmits only the light from a particular narrow band of wavelengths (colors). A
crude example of a filter in everyday life is a green-colored, plastic, soft drink bottle, which, when held in front
of your eyes, lets only the green colors of light through.

One commonly used set of filters in astronomy measures stellar brightness at three wavelengths
corresponding to ultraviolet, blue, and yellow light. The filters are named: U (ultraviolet), B (blue), and V
(visual, for yellow). These filters transmit light near the wavelengths of 360 nanometers (nm), 420 nm, and 540
nm, respectively. The brightness measured through each filter is usually expressed in magnitudes. The
difference between any two of these magnitudes—say, between the blue and the visual magnitudes (B–V)—is
called a color index.

By agreement among astronomers, the ultraviolet, blue, and visual magnitudes of the UBV system are
adjusted to give a color index of 0 to a star with a surface temperature of about 10,000 K, such as Vega. The
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MEASURING SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
Figure 16.13 Photons Deep in the Sun. A photon moving through the dense gases in the solar interior travels only a short distance
before it interacts with one of the surrounding atoms. The resulting photon usually has a lower energy after each interaction and
may then travel in any random direction.

Figure 16.14 Photon and Neutrino Paths in the Sun. (a) Because photons generated by fusion reactions in the solar interior travel
only a short distance before being absorbed or scattered by atoms and sent off in random directions, estimates are that it takes
between 100,000 and 1,000,000 years for energy to make its way from the center of the Sun to its surface. (b) In contrast, neutrinos
do not interact with matter but traverse straight through the Sun at the speed of light, reaching the surface in only a little more than
2 seconds.

Heat Transfer and Cooking
The three ways that heat energy moves from higher-temperature regions to cooler regions are all used in
cooking, and this is important to all of us who enjoy making or eating food.

Conduction is heat transfer by physical contact during which the energetic motion of particles in one region
spread to other regions and even to adjacent objects in close contact. A tasty example of this is cooking a
steak on a hot iron skillet. When a flame makes the bottom of a skillet hot, the particles in it vibrate actively
and collide with neighboring particles, spreading the heat energy throughout the skillet (the ability to
spread heat uniformly is a key criterion for selecting materials for cookware). A steak sitting on the surface
of the skillet picks up heat energy by the particles in the surface of the skillet colliding with particles on the
surface of the steak. Many cooks will put a little oil on the pan, and this layer of oil, besides preventing
sticking, increases heat transfer by filling in gaps and increasing the contact surface area.

MAKING CONNECTIONS
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Fog in between 
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FIGURE 5.3

Making Waves. An oscillation in a pool of water creates an expanding disturbance 
called a wave. (credit: modification of work by "vastateparksstaff"/Flickr)



ILLUSTRATING THE INVERSE SQUARE LAW

Figure 8.11. Page 133. The Cosmic Perspective Fundamentals. 
Publisher: Addison-Wesley.  © 2010 



LUMINOSITY FROM APPARENT 
BRIGHTNESS AND DISTANCE

Once we have determined a star’s luminosity from its apparent 
brightness and distance, we usually state the result in comparison 
to the Sun’s luminosity.

Studies of the luminosities of many stars have taught us that stars 
have a wide range of luminosities, with our Sun somewhere in the 
middle.



FIGURE 18.15

Our Sun is near 
here. 



THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
SPECTRUM

Figure 2. Page 80. The Cosmic Perspective Fundamentals. Publisher: Addison-Wesley.  © 2010



FIGURE 5.9

Action of a Prism. When we pass a beam of white sunlight through a prism, we see a 
rainbow-colored band of light that we call a continuous spectrum.



FIGURE 5.12

Continuous Spectrum and Line Spectra from Different Elements. Each type of 
glowing gas (each element) produces its own unique pattern of lines, so the 
composition of a gas can be identified by its spectrum. The spectra of sodium, 
hydrogen, calcium, and mercury gases are shown here.



THE SPECTRA OF STARS

B–V color indexes of stars range from −0.4 for the bluest stars, with temperatures of about 40,000 K, to +2.0 for
the reddest stars, with temperatures of about 2000 K. The B–V index for the Sun is about +0.65. Note that, by
convention, the B–V index is always the “bluer” minus the “redder” color.

Why use a color index if it ultimately implies temperature? Because the brightness of a star through a filter is
what astronomers actually measure, and we are always more comfortable when our statements have to do
with measurable quantities.

17.3 The Spectra of Stars (and Brown Dwarfs)

Learning Objectives
By the end of this section, you will be able to:

Describe how astronomers use spectral classes to characterize stars
Explain the difference between a star and a brown dwarf

Measuring colors is only one way of analyzing starlight. Another way is to use a spectrograph to spread out
the light into a spectrum (see the Radiation and Spectra and the Astronomical Instruments chapters). In 1814,
the German physicist Joseph Fraunhofer observed that the spectrum of the Sun shows dark lines crossing a
continuous band of colors. In the 1860s, English astronomers Sir William Huggins and Lady Margaret Huggins
(Figure 17.4) succeeded in identifying some of the lines in stellar spectra as those of known elements on Earth,
showing that the same chemical elements found in the Sun and planets exist in the stars. Since then,
astronomers have worked hard to perfect experimental techniques for obtaining and measuring spectra, and
they have developed a theoretical understanding of what can be learned from spectra. Today, spectroscopic
analysis is one of the cornerstones of astronomical research.

Figure 17.4 William Huggins (1824–1910) and Margaret Huggins (1848–1915). William and Margaret Huggins were the first to
identify the lines in the spectrum of a star other than the Sun; they also took the first spectrogram, or photograph of a stellar
spectrum.

Formation of Stellar Spectra
When the spectra of different stars were first observed, astronomers found that they were not all identical.
Since the dark lines are produced by the chemical elements present in the stars, astronomers first thought
that the spectra differ from one another because stars are not all made of the same chemical elements. This
hypothesis turned out to be wrong. The primary reason that stellar spectra look different is because the stars
have different temperatures. Most stars have nearly the same composition as the Sun, with only a few
exceptions.

Hydrogen, for example, is by far the most abundant element in most stars. However, lines of hydrogen are not
seen in the spectra of the hottest and the coolest stars. In the atmospheres of the hottest stars, hydrogen
atoms are completely ionized. Because the electron and the proton are separated, ionized hydrogen cannot
produce absorption lines. (Recall from the Formation of Spectral Lines section, the lines are the result of
electrons in orbit around a nucleus changing energy levels.)
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COMPARISON OF EMISSION & ABSORPTION

http://astro.unl.edu/naap/hr/hr_background1.html



HYDROGEN LINES IN HOT AND COLD STARS

Protons

Electron

Proton in Hot Star
• All are ionized
• No electrons

Proton in Cold Star
• Most are not ionized
• Electron in lowest energy level



SPECTRAL TYPE

At Harvard College Observatory, 
Edward Pickering had a large 
collection of stellar spectra, and 
hired women (at a lower cost than 
their male counterparts) from 
nearby colleges to help classify 
them.  These women were known 
as the ‘Harvard computers’.

 

The spectra were classified according to how strongly the hydrogen lines 
stood out.

Credit:  Wikipedia



Williamina Fleming (1857-1911) was 
the first to categorize stars by their 
hydrogen spectra, and called the 
types A, B, C, and so on according to 
the strength of the hydrogen lines. 
Was Pickering’s maid beforehand, 
according to some sources.

Credit:  Wikipedia

SPECTRAL TYPE

Williamina’s classification system for 
the hydrogen line strength of stars 
was from ‘A’ class to ‘O’ class, with 
all English letters in between 
representing a star class



SPECTRAL TYPE
Later, Annie Jump Cannon (1863-1941) 
recognized that by classifying not according 
to the hydrogen lines, but according to the 
star's color, or continuum spectrum, and 
thus in a temperature order, the spectra fell 
into a natural sequence.  She was so fast at 
this task she would classify several stars a 
minute and have a scribe record her 
observations. 

She stuck with Fleming's letter designations, 
but reordered them so that, in temperature 
order they become:

      O, B, A, F, G, K, M  

Here, O stars are the hottest (bluest) and M 
stars are the coolest (reddest).

Courtesy Prof Dale Gary

Credit:  Wikipedia



OBAFGKM (HOW TO REMEMBER)

O - Oh 
B - Boy
A - An
F - F
G - Grade
K - Kills
M - Me

http://kutztown-mike-hubbs-astronomy.blogspot.com/2012/06/obafgkm-how-to-remember.html



THE LETTER CLASSIFICATION IS 
SUBDIVIDED WITH A NUMBER

Notice that the letter classification is subdivided with  a number, 
so the strongest hydrogen lines are in an A0 star, and an A1, A2, 
etc. are slightly cooler up to A9.  Then next cooler star is F0, and 
so on.  

Notice also that the hydrogen lines are quite weak in the hottest 
stars (O stars).  

The Sun is classified as a G2 star -- its hydrogen lines are not 
very strong.

Courtesy Prof Dale Gary



FIGURE 17.5

into 10 subclasses designated by the numbers 0 through 9. A B0 star is the hottest type of B star; a B9 star is
the coolest type of B star and is only slightly hotter than an A0 star.

And just one more item of vocabulary: for historical reasons, astronomers call all the elements heavier than
helium metals, even though most of them do not show metallic properties. (If you are getting annoyed at the
peculiar jargon that astronomers use, just bear in mind that every field of human activity tends to develop its
own specialized vocabulary. Just try reading a credit card or social media agreement form these days without
training in law!)

Let’s take a look at some of the details of how the spectra of the stars change with temperature. (It is these
details that allowed Annie Cannon to identify the spectral types of stars as quickly as three per minute!) As
Figure 17.5 shows, in the hottest O stars (those with temperatures over 28,000 K), only lines of ionized helium
and highly ionized atoms of other elements are conspicuous. Hydrogen lines are strongest in A stars with
atmospheric temperatures of about 10,000 K. Ionized metals provide the most conspicuous lines in stars with
temperatures from 6000 to 7500 K (spectral type F). In the coolest M stars (below 3500 K), absorption bands of
titanium oxide and other molecules are very strong. By the way, the spectral class assigned to the Sun is G2.
The sequence of spectral classes is summarized in Table 17.2.

Figure 17.5 Absorption Lines in Stars of Different Temperatures. This graph shows the strengths of absorption lines of different
chemical species (atoms, ions, molecules) as we move from hot (left) to cool (right) stars. The sequence of spectral types is also
shown.

Use the Spectrum Explorer (https://openstax.org/l/30spectexpl) to see how each element’s absorption
lines change with temperature.

LINK TO LEARNING
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SPECTRAL TYPE

Adapted from data in the electronic version of "A Library of Stellar Spectra," by Jacoby G.H., Hunter D.A., 
Christian C.A.  Astrophys. J. Suppl. Ser., 56, 257 (1984).



FIGURE 17.6

Spectra of Stars with Different Spectral Classes. This image compares the spectra of the different 
spectral classes. The spectral class assigned to each of these stellar spectra is listed at the left of the 
picture. The strongest four lines seen at spectral type A1 (one in the red, one in the blue-green, and two in 
the blue) are Balmer lines of hydrogen. Note how these lines weaken at both higher and lower temperatures, 
as Figure 17.5 also indicates. The strong pair of closely spaced lines in the yellow in the cool stars is due to 
neutral sodium (one of the neutral metals in Figure 17.5). (Credit: modification of work by 
NOAO/AURA/NSF)



TABLE 17.2
Spectral Classes for Stars

Spectral
Class

Color Approximate
Temperature

(K)

Principal Features Examples

O Blue > 30,000
Neutral and ionized helium lines, weak hydrogen
lines

10 Lacertae

B
Blue-
white

10,000–30,000 Neutral helium lines, strong hydrogen lines Rigel, Spica

A White 7500–10,000
Strongest hydrogen lines, weak ionized calcium
lines, weak ionized metal (e.g., iron, magnesium)
lines

Sirius, Vega

F
Yellow-
white

6000–7500
Strong hydrogen lines, strong ionized calcium
lines, weak sodium lines, many ionized metal lines

Canopus,
Procyon

G Yellow 5200–6000
Weaker hydrogen lines, strong ionized calcium
lines, strong sodium lines, many lines of ionized
and neutral metals

Sun,
Capella

K Orange 3700–5200
Very weak hydrogen lines, strong ionized calcium
lines, strong sodium lines, many lines of neutral
metals

Arcturus,
Aldebaran

M Red 2400–3700
Strong lines of neutral metals and molecular bands
of titanium oxide dominate

Betelgeuse,
Antares

L Red 1300–2400
Metal hydride lines, alkali metal lines (e.g., sodium,
potassium, rubidium)

Teide 1

T Magenta 700–1300 Methane lines Gliese 229B

Y Infrared1 < 700 Ammonia lines
WISE
1828+2650

Table 17.2

To see how spectral classification works, let’s use Figure 17.5. Suppose you have a spectrum in which the
hydrogen lines are about half as strong as those seen in an A star. Looking at the lines in our figure, you see
that the star could be either a B star or a G star. But if the spectrum also contains helium lines, then it is a B
star, whereas if it contains lines of ionized iron and other metals, it must be a G star.

If you look at Figure 17.6, you can see that you, too, could assign a spectral class to a star whose type was not
already known. All you have to do is match the pattern of spectral lines to a standard star (like the ones shown
in the figure) whose type has already been determined.

1 Absorption by sodium and potassium atoms makes Y dwarfs appear a bit less red than L dwarfs.
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FIGURE 17.8
In 2009, astronomers discovered ultra-cool brown dwarfs with temperatures of 500–600 K. These objects
exhibited absorption lines due to ammonia (NH3), which are not seen in T dwarfs. A new spectral class, Y, was
created for these objects. As of 2021, over 50 brown dwarfs belonging to spectral class Y have been discovered,
some with temperatures comparable to that of the human body (about 300 K).2

Figure 17.8 Brown Dwarfs. This illustration shows the sizes and surface temperatures of brown dwarfs Teide 1, Gliese 229B, and
WISE1828 in relation to the Sun, a red dwarf star (Gliese 229A), and Jupiter. (credit: modification of work by MPIA/V. Joergens)

Most brown dwarfs start out with atmospheric temperatures and spectra like those of true stars with spectral
classes of M6.5 and later, even though the brown dwarfs are not hot and dense enough in their interiors to
fuse hydrogen. In fact, the spectra of brown dwarfs and true stars are so similar from spectral types late M
through L that it is not possible to distinguish the two types of objects based on spectra alone. An independent
measure of mass is required to determine whether a specific object is a brown dwarf or a very low mass star.
Since brown dwarfs cool steadily throughout their lifetimes, the spectral type of a given brown dwarf changes
with time over a billion years or more from late M through L, T, and Y spectral types.

Low-Mass Brown Dwarfs vs. High-Mass Planets
An interesting property of brown dwarfs is that they are all about the same radius as Jupiter, regardless of
their masses. Amazingly, this covers a range of masses from about 13 to 80 times the mass of Jupiter (MJ). This
can make distinguishing a low-mass brown dwarf from a high-mass planet very difficult.

So, what is the difference between a low-mass brown dwarf and a high-mass planet? The International
Astronomical Union considers the distinctive feature to be deuterium fusion. Although brown dwarfs do not
sustain regular (proton-proton) hydrogen fusion, they are capable of fusing deuterium (a rare form of
hydrogen with one proton and one neutron in its nucleus). The fusion of deuterium can happen at a lower
temperature than the fusion of hydrogen. If an object has enough mass to fuse deuterium (about 13 MJ or

2 The record-holder for the coldest Type Y dwarf is WISE 0855-0714, at around 250 K.
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FIGURE 17.9

Figure 17.9 Spectral Lines. This figure illustrates one difference in the spectral lines from stars of the same temperature but
different pressures. A giant star with a very-low-pressure photosphere shows very narrow spectral lines (bottom), whereas a smaller
star with a higher-pressure photosphere shows much broader spectral lines (top). (credit: modification of work by NASA, ESA, A.
Field, and J. Kalirai (STScI))

Abundances of the Elements
Absorption lines of a majority of the known chemical elements have now been identified in the spectra of the
Sun and stars. If we see lines of iron in a star’s spectrum, for example, then we know immediately that the star
must contain iron.

Note that the absence of an element’s spectral lines does not necessarily mean that the element itself is
absent. As we saw, the temperature and pressure in a star’s atmosphere will determine what types of atoms
are able to produce absorption lines. Only if the physical conditions in a star’s photosphere are such that lines
of an element should (according to calculations) be there can we conclude that the absence of observable
spectral lines implies low abundance of the element.

Suppose two stars have identical temperatures and pressures, but the lines of, say, sodium are stronger in one
than in the other. Stronger lines mean that there are more atoms in the stellar photosphere absorbing light.
Therefore, we know immediately that the star with stronger sodium lines contains more sodium. Complex
calculations are required to determine exactly how much more, but those calculations can be done for any
element observed in any star with any temperature and pressure.

Of course, astronomy textbooks such as ours always make these things sound a bit easier than they really are.
If you look at the stellar spectra such as those in Figure 17.6, you may get some feeling for how hard it is to
decode all of the information contained in the thousands of absorption lines. First of all, it has taken many
years of careful laboratory work on Earth to determine the precise wavelengths at which hot gases of each
element have their spectral lines. Long books and computer databases have been compiled to show the lines
of each element that can be seen at each temperature. Second, stellar spectra usually have many lines from a
number of elements, and we must be careful to sort them out correctly. Sometimes nature is unhelpful, and
lines of different elements have identical wavelengths, thereby adding to the confusion. And third, as we saw
in the chapter on Radiation and Spectra, the motion of the star can change the observed wavelength of each
of the lines. So, the observed wavelengths may not match laboratory measurements exactly. In practice,
analyzing stellar spectra is a demanding, sometimes frustrating task that requires both training and skill.

Studies of stellar spectra have shown that hydrogen makes up about three-quarters of the mass of most stars.
Helium is the second-most abundant element, making up almost a quarter of a star’s mass. Together,
hydrogen and helium make up from 96 to 99% of the mass; in some stars, they amount to more than 99.9%.
Among the 4% or less of “heavy elements,” oxygen, carbon, neon, iron, nitrogen, silicon, magnesium, and
sulfur are among the most abundant. Generally, but not invariably, the elements of lower atomic weight are
more abundant than those of higher atomic weight.
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Both spectra are from stars of the same apparent 
temperature.  Narrower lines are thought to 
indicate higher pressure within the star.  



FIGURE 17.10 RADIAL VELOCITY OF STARS

Take a careful look at the list of elements in the preceding paragraph. Two of the most abundant are hydrogen
and oxygen (which make up water); add carbon and nitrogen and you are starting to write the prescription for
the chemistry of an astronomy student. We are made of elements that are common in the universe—just
mixed together in a far more sophisticated form (and a much cooler environment) than in a star.

As we mentioned in The Spectra of Stars (and Brown Dwarfs) section, astronomers use the term “metals” to
refer to all elements heavier than hydrogen and helium. The fraction of a star’s mass that is composed of
these elements is referred to as the star’s metallicity. The metallicity of the Sun, for example, is 0.02, since 2%
of the Sun’s mass is made of elements heavier than helium.

Appendix K lists how common each element is in the universe (compared to hydrogen); these estimates are
based primarily on investigation of the Sun, which is a typical star. Some very rare elements, however, have
not been detected in the Sun. Estimates of the amounts of these elements in the universe are based on
laboratory measurements of their abundance in primitive meteorites, which are considered representative of
unaltered material condensed from the solar nebula (see the Cosmic Samples and the Origin of the Solar
System chapter).

Radial Velocity
When we measure the spectrum of a star, we determine the wavelength of each of its lines. If the star is not
moving with respect to the Sun, then the wavelength corresponding to each element will be the same as those
we measure in a laboratory here on Earth. But if stars are moving toward or away from us, we must consider
the Doppler effect (see The Doppler Effect section). We should see all the spectral lines of moving stars shifted
toward the red end of the spectrum if the star is moving away from us, or toward the blue (violet) end if it is
moving toward us (Figure 17.10). The greater the shift, the faster the star is moving. Such motion, along the
line of sight between the star and the observer, is called radial velocity and is usually measured in kilometers
per second.

Figure 17.10 Doppler-Shifted Stars. When the spectral lines of a moving star shift toward the red end of the spectrum, we know
that the star is moving away from us. If they shift toward the blue end, the star is moving toward us.

William Huggins, pioneering yet again, in 1868 made the first radial velocity determination of a star. He
observed the Doppler shift in one of the hydrogen lines in the spectrum of Sirius and found that this star is
moving toward the solar system. (Better measurements now indicate that Sirius is actually moving away, but
Huggins is still celebrated as a pioneer in making such measurements.) Today, radial velocity can be measured
for any star bright enough for its spectrum to be observed. As we will see in The Stars: A Celestial Census,
radial velocity measurements of double stars are crucial in deriving stellar masses.
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FIGURE 17.13 PROPER MOTION OF STARS

Figure 17.13 Space Velocity and Proper Motion. This figure shows the true space velocity of a star. The radial velocity is the
component of the space velocity projected along the line of sight from the Sun to a star. The transverse velocity is a component of
the space velocity projected on the sky. What astronomers measure is proper motion (μ), which is the change in the apparent
direction on the sky measured in fractions of a degree. To convert this change in direction to a speed in, say, kilometers per second,
it is necessary to also know the distance (d) from the Sun to the star.

Rotation
We can also use the Doppler effect to measure how fast a star rotates. If an object is rotating, then one of its
sides is approaching us while the other is receding (unless its axis of rotation happens to be pointed exactly
toward us). This is clearly the case for the Sun or a planet; we can observe the light from either the
approaching or receding edge of these nearby objects and directly measure the Doppler shifts that arise from
the rotation.

Stars, however, are so far away that they all appear as unresolved points. The best we can do is to analyze the
light from the entire star at once. Due to the Doppler effect, the lines in the light that come from the side of
the star rotating toward us are shifted to shorter wavelengths and the lines in the light from the opposite edge
of the star are shifted to longer wavelengths. You can think of each spectral line that we observe as the sum or
composite of spectral lines originating from different speeds with respect to us. Each point on the star has its
own Doppler shift, so the absorption line we see from the whole star is actually much wider than it would be if
the star were not rotating. If a star is rotating rapidly, there will be a greater spread of Doppler shifts and all its
spectral lines should be quite broad. In fact, astronomers call this effect line broadening, and the amount of
broadening can tell us the speed at which the star rotates (Figure 17.14).
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FIGURE 17.14 ROTATION OF STARS

Figure 17.14 Using a Spectrum to Determine Stellar Rotation. A rotating star will show broader spectral lines than a nonrotating
star.

Measurements of the widths of spectral lines show that many stars rotate faster than the Sun, some with
periods of less than a day! These rapid rotators spin so fast that their shapes are “flattened” into what we call
oblate spheroids. An example of this is the star Vega, which rotates once every 12.5 hours. Vega’s rotation
flattens its shape so much that its diameter at the equator is 23% wider than its diameter at the poles (Figure
17.15). The Sun, with its rotation period of about a month, rotates rather slowly. Studies have shown that stars
decrease their rotational speed as they age. Young stars rotate very quickly, with rotational periods of days or
less. Very old stars can have rotation periods of several months.
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ASTRONOMY
Chapter 18 THE STARS: A CELESTIAL CENSUS



HOW CAN WE OBTAIN MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT THE EXPECTED LIFETIME OF A STAR 
SUCH AS OUR SUN?



TABLE 18.1 – OUR STELLAR ‘NEIGHBORHOOD’

cumbersome to use; so—as discussed in Science and the Universe: A Brief Tour—astronomers use a much
larger “measuring stick” called the light-year. A light-year is the distance that light (the fastest signal we know)
travels in 1 year. Since light covers an astounding 300,000 kilometers per second, and since there are a lot of
seconds in 1 year, a light-year is a very large quantity: 9.5 trillion (9.5 × 1012) kilometers to be exact. (Bear in
mind that the light-year is a unit of distance even though the term year appears in it.) If you drove at the legal
US speed limit without stopping for food or rest, you would not arrive at the end of a light-year in space until
roughly 12 million years had passed. And the closest star is more than 4 light-years away.

Notice that we have not yet said much about how such enormous distances can be measured. That is a
complicated question, to which we will return in Celestial Distances. For now, let us assume that distances
have been measured for stars in our cosmic vicinity so that we can proceed with our census.

Small Is Beautiful—Or at Least More Common
When we do a census of people in the United States, we count the inhabitants by neighborhood. We can try
the same approach for our stellar census and begin with our own immediate neighborhood. As we shall see,
we run into two problems—just as we do with a census of human beings. First, it is hard to be sure we have
counted all the inhabitants; second, our local neighborhood may not contain all possible types of people.

Table 18.1 shows an estimate of the number of stars of each spectral type1 in our own local
neighborhood—within 21 light-years of the Sun. (The Milky Way Galaxy, in which we live, is about 100,000 light-
years in diameter, so this figure really applies to a very local neighborhood, one that contains a tiny fraction of
all the billions of stars in the Milky Way.) You can see that there are many more low-luminosity (and hence low
mass) stars than high-luminosity ones. Only three of the stars in our local neighborhood (one F type and two A
types) are significantly more luminous and more massive than the Sun. This is truly a case where small
triumphs over large—at least in terms of numbers. The Sun is more massive than the vast majority of stars in
our vicinity.

Stars within 21 Light-Years of the Sun

Spectral Type Number of Stars

A 2

F 1

G 7

K 17

M 94

White dwarfs 8

Brown dwarfs 33

Table 18.1

This table is based on data published through 2015, and it is likely that more faint objects remain to be
discovered (see Figure 18.2). Along with the L and T brown dwarfs already observed in our neighborhood,

1 The spectral types of stars were defined and discussed in Analyzing Starlight.
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FIGURE 18.2

astronomers expect to find perhaps hundreds of additional T dwarfs and Y dwarfs. Many of these are likely to
be even cooler than the coolest currently known T dwarf. The reason the lowest-mass dwarfs are so hard to
find is that they put out very little light—ten thousand to a million times less light than the Sun. Only recently
has our technology progressed to the point that we can detect these dim, cool objects.

Figure 18.2 Dwarf Simulation. This computer simulation shows the stars in our neighborhood as they would be seen from a
distance of 30 light-years away. The Sun is in the center. All the brown dwarfs are circled; those found earlier are circled in blue, the
ones found recently with the WISE infrared telescope in space (whose scientists put this diagram together) are circled in red. The
common M stars, which are red and faint, are made to look brighter than they really would be so that you can see them in the
simulation. Note that luminous hot stars like our Sun are very rare. (credit: modification of work by NASA/ JPL-Caltech)

To put all this in perspective, we note that even though the stars counted in the table are our closest
neighbors, you can’t just look up at the night sky and see them without a telescope; stars fainter than the Sun
cannot be seen with the unaided eye unless they are very nearby. For example, stars with luminosities ranging
from 1/100 to 1/10,000 the luminosity of the Sun (LSun) are very common, but a star with a luminosity of 1/100
LSun would have to be within 5 light-years to be visible to the naked eye—and only three stars (all in one
system) are this close to us. The nearest of these three stars, Proxima Centauri, still cannot be seen without a
telescope because it has such a low luminosity.

Astronomers are working hard these days to complete the census of our local neighborhood by finding our
faintest neighbors. Recent discoveries of nearby stars have relied heavily upon infrared telescopes that are
able to find these many cool, low-mass stars. You should expect the number of known stars within 21 light-
years of the Sun to keep increasing as more and better surveys are undertaken.

Bright Does Not Necessarily Mean Close
If we confine our census to the local neighborhood, we will miss many of the most interesting kinds of stars.
After all, the neighborhood in which you live does not contain all the types of people—distinguished according
to age, education, income, race, and so on—that live in the entire country. For example, a few people do live to
be over 100 years old, but there may be no such individual within several miles of where you live. In order to
sample the full range of the human population, you would have to extend your census to a much larger area.
Similarly, some types of stars simply are not found nearby.

A clue that we are missing something in our stellar census comes from the fact that only six of the 20 stars that
appear brightest in our sky—Sirius, Vega, Altair, Alpha Centauri, Fomalhaut, and Procyon—are found within 26
light-years of the Sun (Figure 18.3). Why are we missing most of the brightest stars when we take our census
of the local neighborhood?
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Figure 18.3 The Closest Stars. (a) This image, taken with a wide-angle telescope at the European Southern Observatory in Chile,
shows the system of three stars that is our nearest neighbor. (b) Two bright stars that are close to each other (Alpha Centauri A and
B) blend their light together. (c) Indicated with an arrow (since you’d hardly notice it otherwise) is the much fainter Proxima Centauri
star, which is spectral type M. (credit: modification of work by ESO)

The answer, interestingly enough, is that the stars that appear brightest are not the ones closest to us. The
brightest stars look the way they do because they emit a very large amount of energy—so much, in fact, that
they do not have to be nearby to look brilliant. You can confirm this by looking at Appendix J, which gives
distances for the 20 stars that appear brightest from Earth. The most distant of these stars is more than 1000
light-years from us. In fact, it turns out that most of the stars visible without a telescope are hundreds of light-
years away and many times more luminous than the Sun. Among the 9000 stars visible to the unaided eye,
only about 50 are intrinsically fainter than the Sun. Note also that several of the stars in Appendix J are spectral
type B, a type that is completely missing from Table 18.1.

The most luminous of the bright stars listed in Appendix J emit more than 50,000 times more energy than does
the Sun. These highly luminous stars are missing from the solar neighborhood because they are very rare.
None of them happens to be in the tiny volume of space immediately surrounding the Sun, and only this small
volume was surveyed to get the data shown in Table 18.1.

For example, let’s consider the most luminous stars—those 100 or more times as luminous as the Sun.
Although such stars are rare, they are visible to the unaided eye, even when hundreds to thousands of light-
years away. A star with a luminosity 10,000 times greater than that of the Sun can be seen without a telescope
out to a distance of 5000 light-years. The volume of space included within a distance of 5000 light-years,
however, is enormous; so even though highly luminous stars are intrinsically rare, many of them are readily
visible to our unaided eye.

The contrast between these two samples of stars, those that are close to us and those that can be seen with
the unaided eye, is an example of a selection effect. When a population of objects (stars in this example)
includes a great variety of different types, we must be careful what conclusions we draw from an examination
of any particular subgroup. Certainly we would be fooling ourselves if we assumed that the stars visible to the
unaided eye are characteristic of the general stellar population; this subgroup is heavily weighted to the most
luminous stars. It requires much more effort to assemble a complete data set for the nearest stars, since most
are so faint that they can be observed only with a telescope. However, it is only by doing so that astronomers
are able to know about the properties of the vast majority of the stars, which are actually much smaller and
fainter than our own Sun. In the next section, we will look at how we measure some of these properties.
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FIGURE 18.4

Revolution of a Binary Star. This figure shows seven observations of the mutual revolution of two stars, one a brown dwarf and 
one an ultra-cool L dwarf. Each red dot on the orbit, which is shown by the blue ellipse, corresponds to the position of one of the 
dwarfs relative to the other. The reason that the pair of stars looks different on the different dates is that some images were 
taken with the Hubble Space Telescope and others were taken from the ground. The arrows point to the actual observations that 
correspond to the positions of each red dot. From these observations, an international team of astronomers directly measured 
the mass of an ultra-cool brown dwarf star for the first time. Barely the size of the planet Jupiter, the dwarf star weighs in at just 
8.5% of the mass of our Sun. (credit: modification of work by ESA/NASA and Herve Bouy (Max-Planck-Institut für 
Extraterrestrische Physik/ESO, Germany))



FIGURE 18.5

Binary Star System. In a binary star system, both stars orbit their center of mass. The 
image shows the relative positions of two, different-mass stars from their center of 
mass, similar to how two masses would have to be located on a seesaw in order to 
keep it level. The star with the higher mass will be found closer to the center of mass, 
while the star with the lower mass will be farther from it.



FIGURE 18.6 – MEASURING MASS OF STARS

Motions of Two Stars Orbiting Each Other and What the Spectrum Shows. We see changes in velocity because when one star is moving 
toward Earth, the other is moving away; half a cycle later, the situation is reversed. Doppler shifts cause the spectral lines to move back and forth. In 
diagrams 1 and 3, lines from both stars can be seen well separated from each other. When the two stars are moving perpendicular to our line of 
sight (that is, they are not moving either toward or away from us), the two lines are exactly superimposed, and so in diagrams 2 and 4, we see only a 
single spectral line. Note that in the diagrams, the orbit of the star pair is tipped slightly with respect to the viewer (or if the viewer were looking at it 
in the sky, the orbit would be tilted with respect to the viewer’s line of sight). If the orbit were exactly in the plane of the page or screen (or the sky), 
then it would look nearly circular, but we would see no change in radial velocity (no part of the motion would be toward us or away from us.) If the 
orbit were perpendicular to the plane of the page or screen, then the stars would appear to move back and forth in a straight line, and we would see 
the largest-possible radial velocity variations.



FIGURE 18.6 – MEASURING MASS OF STARS

A plot showing how the velocities of the stars change with time is called a radial velocity curve; the curve for
the binary system in Figure 18.6 is shown in Figure 18.7.

Figure 18.7 Radial Velocities in a Spectroscopic Binary System. These curves plot the radial velocities of two stars in a
spectroscopic binary system, showing how the stars alternately approach and recede from Earth. Note that positive velocity means
the star is moving away from us, and negative velocity means the star is moving toward us. The center of mass of the system itself is
also moving away from us, indicated by the positive velocity of 40 kilometers per second. The positions on the curve corresponding
to the illustrations in Figure 18.6 are marked with the diagram number (1–4).

This animation (https://openstax.org/l/30binstaranim) lets you follow the orbits of a binary star system in
various combinations of the masses of the two stars.

Masses from the Orbits of Binary Stars
We can estimate the masses of binary star systems using Newton’s reformulation of Kepler’s third law
(discussed in Newton’s Universal Law of Gravitation). Kepler found that the time a planet takes to go around
the Sun is related by a specific mathematical formula to its distance from the Sun. In our binary star situation,
if two objects are in mutual revolution, then the period (P) with which they go around each other is related to
the semimajor axis (D) of the orbit of one with respect to the other, according to this equation

where D is in astronomical units, P is measured in years, and M1 + M2 is the sum of the masses of the two stars
in units of the Sun’s mass. This is a very useful formula for astronomers; it says that if we can observe the size
of the orbit and the period of mutual revolution of the stars in a binary system, we can calculate the sum of
their masses.

Most spectroscopic binaries have periods ranging from a few days to a few months, with separations of
usually less than 1 AU between their member stars. Recall that an AU is the distance from Earth to the Sun, so
this is a small separation and very hard to see at the distances of stars. This is why many of these systems are
known to be double only through careful study of their spectra.

We can analyze a radial velocity curve (such as the one in Figure 18.7) to determine the masses of the stars in a
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FIGURE 18.8

Figure 18.8 Brown Dwarfs in Orion. These images, taken with the Hubble Space Telescope, show the region surrounding the
Trapezium star cluster inside the star-forming region called the Orion Nebula. (a) No brown dwarfs are seen in the visible light
image, both because they put out very little light in the visible and because they are hidden within the clouds of dust in this region.
(b) This image was taken in infrared light, which can make its way to us through the dust. The faintest objects in this image are
brown dwarfs with masses between 13 and 80 times the mass of Jupiter. (credit a: NASA, C.R. O’Dell and S.K. Wong (Rice University);
credit b: NASA; K.L. Luhman (Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics) and G. Schneider, E. Young, G. Rieke, A. Cotera, H. Chen,
M. Rieke, R. Thompson (Steward Observatory))

Still-smaller objects with masses less than about 1/100 the mass of the Sun (or 10 Jupiter masses) are called
planets. They may radiate energy produced by the radioactive elements that they contain, and they may also
radiate heat generated by slowly compressing under their own weight (a process called gravitational
contraction). However, their interiors will never reach temperatures high enough for any nuclear reactions, to
take place. Jupiter, whose mass is about 1/1000 the mass of the Sun, is unquestionably a planet, for example.
Until the 1990s, we could only detect planets in our own solar system, but now we have thousands of them
elsewhere as well. (We will discuss these exciting observations in The Birth of Stars and the Discovery of
Planets outside the Solar System.)

The Mass-Luminosity Relation
Now that we have measurements of the characteristics of many different types of stars, we can search for
relationships among the characteristics. For example, we can ask whether the mass and luminosity of a star
are related. It turns out that for most stars, they are: The more massive stars are generally also the more
luminous. This relationship, known as the mass-luminosity relation, is shown graphically in Figure 18.9. Each
point represents a star whose mass and luminosity are both known. The horizontal position on the graph
shows the star’s mass, given in units of the Sun’s mass, and the vertical position shows its luminosity in units
of the Sun’s luminosity.

2 Exactly where to put the dividing line between planets and brown dwarfs is a subject of some debate among astronomers as we
write this book (as is, in fact, the exact definition of each of these objects). Even those who accept deuterium fusion (see The Birth of
Stars and the Discovery of Planets outside the Solar System) as the crucial issue for brown dwarfs concede that, depending on the
composition of the star and other factors, the lowest mass for such a dwarf could be anywhere from 11 to 16 Jupiter masses.
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FIGURE 18.8

Figure 18.9 Mass-Luminosity Relation. The plotted points show the masses and luminosities of stars. The three points lying below
the sequence of points are all white dwarf stars.

We can also say this in mathematical terms.

It’s a reasonably good approximation to say that luminosity (expressed in units of the Sun’s luminosity) varies
as the fourth power of the mass (in units of the Sun’s mass). (The symbol ~ means the two quantities are
proportional.) If two stars differ in mass by a factor of 2, then the more massive one will be 24, or about 16
times brighter; if one star is 1/3 the mass of another, it will be approximately 81 times less luminous.

E X A M P L E 1 8 . 1

Calculating the Mass from the Luminosity of a Star
The mass-luminosity formula can be rewritten so that a value of mass can be determined if the luminosity is
known.

Solution
First, we must get our units right by expressing both the mass and the luminosity of a star in units of the
Sun’s mass and luminosity:

Now we can take the 4th root of both sides, which is equivalent to taking both sides to the 1/4 = 0.25 power.
The formula in this case would be:

Check Your Learning
In the previous section, we determined the sum of the masses of the two stars in the Sirius binary system
(Sirius and its faint companion) using Kepler’s third law to be 3.2 solar masses. Using the mass-luminosity
relationship, calculate the mass of each individual star.

Answer:
In Appendix J, Sirius is listed with a luminosity 23 times that of the Sun. This value can be inserted into the
mass-luminosity relationship to get the mass of Sirius:
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FIGURE 18.12

Height versus Weight. The plot of the heights and weights of a representative group 
of human beings. Most points lie along a “main sequence” representing most people, 
but there are a few exceptions.



FIGURE 18.13

Hertzsprung (1873–1967) and Russell (1877–1957). (a) Ejnar Hertzsprung and (b) 
Henry Norris Russell independently discovered the relationship between the luminosity 
and surface temperature of stars that is summarized in what is now called the H–R 
diagram.



FIGURE 18.14

H–R Diagram for a Selected Sample of Stars. In such diagrams, luminosity is plotted along the 
vertical axis. Along the horizontal axis, we can plot either temperature or spectral type (also 
sometimes called spectral class). Several of the brightest stars are identified by name. Most 
stars fall on the main sequence.



FIGURE 18.15

Schematic H–R Diagram for Many Stars. Ninety percent of all stars on such a 
diagram fall along a narrow band called the main sequence. A minority of stars are 
found in the upper right; they are both cool (and hence red) and bright, and must be 
giants. Some stars fall in the lower left of the diagram; they are both hot and dim, and 
must be white dwarfs.



TABLE 18.3
lies somewhere in the middle of these extremes (as you can see in Figure 18.14). The characteristics of
representative main-sequence stars (excluding brown dwarfs, which are not true stars) are listed in Table 18.3.

Characteristics of Main-Sequence Stars

Spectral Type Mass (Sun = 1) Luminosity (Sun = 1) Temperature Radius (Sun = 1)

O5 40 7 × 105 40,000 K 18

B0 16 2.7 × 105 28,000 K 7

A0 3.3 55 10,000 K 2.5

F0 1.7 5 7500 K 1.4

G0 1.1 1.4 6000 K 1.1

K0 0.8 0.35 5000 K 0.8

M0 0.4 0.05 3500 K 0.6

Table 18.3

Note that we’ve seen this 90% figure come up before. This is exactly what we found earlier when we examined
the mass-luminosity relation (Figure 18.9). We observed that 90% of all stars seem to follow the relationship;
these are the 90% of all stars that lie on the main sequence in our H–R diagram. Our models and our
observations agree.

What about the other stars on the H–R diagram—the giants and supergiants, and the white dwarfs? As we will
see in the next few chapters, these are what main-sequence stars turn into as they age: They are the later
stages in a star’s life. As a star consumes its nuclear fuel, its source of energy changes, as do its chemical
composition and interior structure. These changes cause the star to alter its luminosity and surface
temperature so that it no longer lies on the main sequence on our diagram. Because stars spend much less
time in these later stages of their lives, we see fewer stars in those regions of the H–R diagram.

Extremes of Stellar Luminosities, Diameters, and Densities
We can use the H–R diagram to explore the extremes in size, luminosity, and density found among the stars.
Such extreme stars are not only interesting to fans of the Guinness Book of World Records; they can teach us a
lot about how stars work. For example, we saw that the most massive main-sequence stars are the most
luminous ones. We know of a few extreme stars that are a million times more luminous than the Sun, with
masses that exceed 100 times the Sun’s mass. These superluminous stars, which are at the upper left of the
H–R diagram, are exceedingly hot, very blue stars of spectral type O. These are the stars that would be the
most conspicuous at vast distances in space.

The cool supergiants in the upper corner of the H–R diagram are as much as 10,000 times as luminous as the
Sun. In addition, these stars have diameters very much larger than that of the Sun. As discussed above, some
supergiants are so large that if the solar system could be centered in one, the star’s surface would lie beyond
the orbit of Mars (see Figure 18.16). We will have to ask, in coming chapters, what process can make a star
swell up to such an enormous size, and how long these “swollen” stars can last in their distended state.
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TABLE 18.3

Figure 18.17 Two Views of Sirius and Its White Dwarf Companion. (a) The (visible light) image, taken with the Hubble Space
Telescope, shows bright Sirius A, and, below it and off to its left, faint Sirius B. (b) This image of the Sirius star system was taken with
the Chandra X-Ray Telescope. Now, the bright object is the white dwarf companion, Sirius B. Sirius A is the faint object above it; what
we are seeing from Sirius is probably not actually X-ray radiation but rather ultraviolet light that has leaked into the detector. Note
that the ultraviolet intensities of these two objects are completely reversed from the situation in visible light because Sirius B is
hotter and emits more higher-frequency radiation. (credit a: modification of work by NASA, H.E. Bond and E. Nelan (Space Telescope
Science Institute), M. Barstow and M. Burleigh (University of Leicester) and J.B. Holberg (University of Arizona); credit b: modification
of work by NASA/SAO/CXC)

We have now found thousands of white dwarfs. Table 18.1 shows that about 7% of the true stars (spectral
types O–M) in our local neighborhood are white dwarfs. A good example of a typical white dwarf is the nearby
star 40 Eridani B. Its surface temperature is a relatively hot 12,000 K, but its luminosity is only 1/275 LSun.
Calculations show that its radius is only 1.4% of the Sun’s, or about the same as that of Earth, and its volume is
2.5 × 10–6 that of the Sun. Its mass, however, is 0.57 times the Sun’s mass, just a little more than half. To fit
such a substantial mass into so tiny a volume, the star’s density must be about 210,000 times the density of
the Sun, or more than 300,000 g/cm3. A teaspoonful of this material would have a mass of some 1.6 tons! At
such enormous densities, matter cannot exist in its usual state; we will examine the particular behavior of this
type of matter in The Death of Stars. For now, we just note that white dwarfs are dying stars, reaching the end
of their productive lives and ready for their stories to be over.

The British astrophysicist (and science popularizer) Arthur Eddington (1882–1944) described the first known
white dwarf this way:

The message of the companion of Sirius, when decoded, ran: “I am composed of material three thousand
times denser than anything you’ve ever come across. A ton of my material would be a little nugget you could
put in a matchbox.” What reply could one make to something like that? Well, the reply most of us made in
1914 was, “Shut up; don’t talk nonsense.”

Today, however, astronomers not only accept that stars as dense as white dwarfs exist but (as we will see)
have found even denser and stranger objects in their quest to understand the evolution of different types of
stars.

Use this interactive H-R diagram (https://openstax.org/l/30interhr) to explore the sizes of stars based on
their placement. Overlay the closest stars and the brightest stars, and consider where they lie on the figure.
How many stars are among both the closest and brightest stars?

LINK TO LEARNING
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FIGURE 18.16

The Sun and a Supergiant. Here you see how small the Sun looks in comparison to 
one of the largest known stars: VY Canis Majoris, a supergiant.



FIGURE 18.7

Radial Velocities in a Spectroscopic Binary System. These curves plot the radial velocities of two stars 
in a spectroscopic binary system, showing how the stars alternately approach and recede from Earth. Note 
that positive velocity means the star is moving away from us relative to the center of mass of the system, 
which in this case is 40 kilometers per second. Negative velocity means the star is moving toward us 
relative to the center of mass. The positions on the curve corresponding to the illustrations in Figure 18.6 
are marked with the diagram number (1–4).



FIGURE 18.10

Light Curve of an Eclipsing Binary. The light curve of an eclipsing binary star system shows how the combined light from 
both stars changes due to eclipses over the time span of an orbit. This light curve shows the behavior of a hypothetical 
eclipsing binary star with total eclipses (one star passes directly in front of and behind the other). The numbers indicate parts of 
the light curve corresponding to various positions of the smaller star in its orbit. In this diagram, we have assumed that the 
smaller star is also the hotter one so that it emits more flux (energy per second per square meter) than the larger one. When the 
smaller, hotter star goes behind the larger one, its light is completely blocked, and so there is a strong dip in the light curve. 
When the smaller star goes in front of the bigger one, a small amount of light from the bigger star is blocked, so there is a 
smaller dip in the light curve.



FIGURE 18.11

Light Curve of an Edge-On Eclipsing 
Binary. Here we see the light curve of a 
hypothetical eclipsing binary star whose 
orbit we view exactly edge-on, in which 
the two stars fully eclipse each other. 
From the time intervals between 
contacts, it is possible to estimate the 
diameters of the two stars.
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